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Constitutional Amendment Proposal ISU Norway (NAi14) Oslo16th - 19th October 2014 

 

This paper explains the National Board’s proposal to amend the ISU Constitution, to create additional 

Vice President of Union Development and abolish the Vice President of Academic Affairs and 

Welfare position. 

The proposed amendment will be discussed and debated at the National Assembly, and delegates are 

encouraged to question and comment. 

ISU National Board positions 

 

The organisation and the responsibilities of the National Board positions is a matter the National 

Board has looked into and discussed whether the positions and responsibilities were fit for purpose 

and served ISU efficiently. After careful discussion the following positions were considered for 

change. 

 

1. Union Development Position 

 
ISU currently has 26 very active and vibrant local branches, it’s essential to sustain their continuity in 

addition to opening and developing new local branches.  

 

The Vice President of Union Development’s tasks (http://isu-norway.no/wp-

content/uploads/2014/06/DOC_ISU_CONSTITUTION_UPDATED_OCT_2012.pdf) demands a 

considerable time and concentrated effort to properly discharge them. The Vice President of Union 

Development position is supposed to work approximately 4-5 hours a week. The National Board has 

reviewed and discussed the daily operations of the Union Development. On average the tasks of the 

Union Development requires will have to work more hours than it’s stipulated by their contract to 

effectively keep all local branches active.  

 

The National Board has experienced a constant need to assist local branches in different issues, as well 

as receive several suggestions and idea to improve the communication and work between local 

branches and Union Development position. Current Union Development Vice President has with the 

support of the National Board considered it necessary and decided to spend more time than the 

minimum required in order to represent a support to local branches when they needed, and help on 

continuity purposes. 

 

Therefore in order to be more effective in the future and continue supporting local branches, the 

National Board believes that two Union Developments positions, will have more time to work towards 

local branches and create a secure structure for the future. Two Union Development positions will be 

more effective to secure external contacts and attend local branch elections.  

 

The National Board in a unanimous decision proposes to the National Assembly to create two 

Union Development positions. 

 

2. Academic Affairs and Welfare 
 

With regards to the position of Academic Affairs and Welfare, the National Board feels that 

the position’s work involves understanding education policies which requires a person who 

speak Norwegian. Language Barrier makes the task of discharging responsibility difficult at 
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times ISU has hired fullTime National Secretary from September 2014 who can be actively 

involved in many issues which were previously handled by the vice president of Academic 

Affairs & Welfare. Information Sourcing: A lot of information about cases of social & 

academic injustices against international students surfaces in local media. The language of 

many of these media reports is in Norwegian. The Norwegian language is rather challenging, 

the National Secretary can address these issues at the earliest opportunity. National secretary 

is well equipped to assist National President to fill this gap. 

The work load pertaining to this position is extremely lopsided there are moments of spikes 

like present times with Tuition Fees Campaign and other times workload is rather less 

challenging hence urging a need for streamlining the work. This can be achieved through a 

close cooperation between National Secretary & National President, thus making the VP 

position in question rather underutilized. Too much involvement from National President in 

matters with regards to Welfare & academic issues of International students is understandable 

but is also a primary reason that this position can be better served by either National Secretary 

or National President. Furthremore 100 % Secretarial position is financially justifiable and 

optimally utilizing the economic & human resources of ISU Norway. 

In light of the above reasons the welfare interests of international students do not get side-

lined at any cost. It takes into all the vital academic & welfare issues of our constituents most 

proactively and effectively. 

 

ISU National Board 

2013/2014. 

 


